Abstract-By using the innovations process, this paper provides a unification and extension of the existing maximum a posteriori (MAP) detectors (MAPDs). The practically important topics of linear modulations, time-varying frequency-selective channels, differential phase detection, and fractional sampling are accounted for. The MAPDs are derived under different conditions of optimality and a priori knowledge as follows: when the MAP criterion is applied to the constellation mapper's input bits or output symbols, when all observations or only a fixed number of future observations (i.e., fixed-lag MAPDs) from a transmission are available, when the time-varying channel impulse response is perfectly known, and when only the Gaussian-distributed channel's mean and autocovariance and the noise variance are known. As these quantities are actually unknown, their estimation in the context of MAP detection is also discussed. The MAPDs are characterized through simulation and a novel, unified analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
ONVEYING digital data over the time-varying frequency-selective channels typical of wireless communication is a challenging problem, requiring advanced receiver structures. Linear equalizers, decision-feedback equalizers, and adaptive maximum-likelihood (ML) sequence detectors (MLSDs) [1] - [3] are useful in frequency selectivity if the Doppler spread is not too great for their coefficient-adaptation algorithms. Adaptive per-survivor processing (PSP) MLSDs can accommodate somewhat higher Doppler spreads [4] , [5] , but for fast fading channels, only receiver structures designed strictly according to the ML or maximum a posteriori (MAP) detection criterion perform well. MAP detectors (MAPDs) achieve minimal bit-error rate (BER) or symbol-error rate (SER) and perform soft-input/soft-output detection suitable for iterative (Turbo) decoding [6] , [7] .
However, although there is rich literature on MLSDs for time-varying frequency-selective channels [4] , [5] , [8] - [11] , the MAP research is less complete [6] , [12] - [15] . In this unified paper, we provide a novel performance analysis of MAPDs in time-varying channels, and we coherently and comprehensively address the following practically important topics found also in the MLSD literature: linear modulations, time-varying frequency-selective channels, differential phase detection, fractional sampling, and detection when the channel impulse response (CIR) is known (the known CIR MAPDs [8] ) or averaged over (the predictor MAPDs [9] , [11] ). Averaging over the CIR is tractable when its probability density function (pdf) is Gaussian (Rayleigh or Rician fading) but the CIRs mean, the channel autocovariance and the noise variance must be known, and a finite memory approximation on the received signal is needed. The Kalman filtering method of [10] is not presented as it requires the same a priori information as [9] and [11] yet its complexity is notably higher. In addition, the following MAP-specific areas are covered: detection when all observations are available (the forward-backward MAPDs [13, Appendix] ), detection when only a fixed number of future observations are available (the fixed-lag MAPDs [14] , [15] ), channel parameter estimation, bit detection, and symbol detection. Bit and symbol detection arise because the MAP criterion may be applied either to the bits into a constellation mapper or its output symbols, as both are discrete. When applied to the output symbols, the result is a conventional MAP symbol detector (MAPSD) which minimizes SER. However, when applied to the input bits, the result is a MAP bit detector (MAPBD) which minimizes BER. When differential phase mapping is employed, the MAP bit detector implicitly performs optimal differential detection. The concept of a MAP bit detector is also useful in devising a tight lower bound on BER.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the signal model is developed. In Section III, the unified derivation of the MAPDs is provided. In Section IV, we describe how the MAPDs' BERs can be characterized analytically; and in Section V, the performance of the MAPDs is investigated through simulation and analysis.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
As shown in Fig. 1 , an information source is encoded by a rate code and interleaved. The interleaved data bits are multiplexed with known bits then mapped to -ary constellation points or symbols, either directly or with differential phase. Direct mapping requires an absolute phase reference at the 0090-6778/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE receiver. By inserting known bits before and after every data bits, the symbols may be grouped into packets, comprising two training sequences of symbols separated by data-bearing symbols. We write the symbols over one packet as 1 and the data bits as , where one symbol's data bits are . The symbols are linearly modulated as where is the transmitter pulse and is the symbol period.
As described in [8] , this transmitted signal is distorted by a time-varying frequency-selective channel, corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), then filtered and sampled such that negligible information is lost. The fractionally spaced received samples equal (1) where is the convolution of and the CIR or overall CIR (OCIR) as (2) is the sampling period, the integer is the number of samples per symbol, the OCIR is only nonnegligible over the integer symbol periods, is the filtered, sampled white noise with variance , and are the carrier frequency and timing offsets between transmitter and receiver, respectively (the carrier phase is lumped with the complex CIR), and the CIR is the channel's response at time to an impulse applied at . is white since the noise-limiting filter has a root-Nyquist transfer function for the sampling rate.
is finite because the duration of the transmitter pulse and the channel's delay spread and the value of the timing offset are all finite and upper bounded.
The symbols produce the useful samples . As we shall see, forward-backward MAPDs use almost all samples yet fixed-lag MAPDs detecting or only use the future samples , which contain the symbols . For a common notation, we introduce and , such that and for forward-backward MAPDs, but and for fixed-lag MAPDs, as shown in Fig. 2 . We also define , , and . In the derivation of the known CIR MAPDs, the OCIR is assumed known. With the predictor MAPDs, the received signal's mean and autocovariance, conditioned on the transmitted data, are required. The received signal's mean equals which is zero in Rayleigh fading. The received signal's autocovariance is given by (3) Fig. 2 . Packet diagram for known CIR MAPDs, showing the trellis, the notation, the received training pulses, and the received data-bearing pulses. (4) and . The ratio of bit-energy-to-noise spectral density is defined as (5) In practice, the channel and synchronization parameters must be estimated. Parameters for delay and Doppler spread channels can account for timing and carrier frequency offsets too (though possibly to a limited extent only). In this case, the receiver has some limited ability to perform fine synchronization, and it is appropriate to lump the synchronization parameters with the channel parameters, as in (2) and (4). However, coarse synchronization still requires separate, specialized subsystems.
III. RECEIVER DERIVATION
In this section, a unified derivation of the MAPDs is presented for the general signal model of the previous section. They are then related to the existing special cases in the literature.
A. MAP Criterion
The MAPBDs compute for all possible bits and the MAPSDs compute for all possible symbols , ,
. If there is no channel code, the most probable bits and symbols are detected as (6) respectively. Using total probability, the desired probabilities may be rewritten as (7) The summations are over all sequences , which are consistent with (thus dealing with both direct and differential phase mapping) or . Detection is conducted without regard to the channel code, so independent symbols are assumed, as . The data bits or symbols are a priori equiprobable, nonequiprobable in the second, and subsequent iterations of an iterative decoder [6] , [7] .
are calculated as . It is a scale factor to ensure that the probabilities assigned to the possible values of each bit or symbol sum to unity. Since these values are anyway available, normalization can proceed using them directly. Thus, this and other probability scale factors do not need to be considered further.
B. The Innovations Process
From (7), all MAPDs require . The elegant innovations ideas of [9] can be used to represent this as a causal recursion for both known CIR and predictor MAPDs. We define the prediction error as . The prediction error is uncorrelated with from the orthogonality principle. Since conditioned on the symbol sequence is a Gaussian process, this implies that the prediction error is independent of and therefore of all past prediction errors too. In this way, the sequence of prediction errors is a white but nonstationary process. By normalizing the prediction errors by their root mean squared values (8) the sequence is made stationary also. For , this is the innovations process of , conditioned on and whatever a priori information is available (i.e., the CIR or the nonfaded CIR and channel autocovariance). The innovations process is a causal and causally invertible transformation of , given this a priori information. It has a particularly simple pdf, namely (9) Because of the one-to-one mapping between a random process and its innovations process, and by repeatedly applying the definition of conditional probability, the desired pdf can be related to the innovations process pdf as (10)
C. Trellis Representation
The number of summations in (7) is infeasibly large. Therefore, a trellis representation is devised for that exploits (10) [13, Appendix] - [15] . However, in (10) has the awkward property that it depends on all past symbols , so the following assumption must be introduced: that the dependence of on the past observations is localized to the most recent samples. As the samples comprise intersymbol interference (ISI) from , where (in symbol periods), the assumption is written as 2 (11) Thus by definition and by (8) . As shown in Section III-E, this assumption is irrelevant to the known CIR MAPDs, but for the predictor MAPDs, (11) is less benign. Nonetheless, we can now employ a trellis. It has states, . The computation in (10) may be distributed over the trellis as the product of a start metric , the branch metrics , and an end metric up to a factor , as (12) (13) (14) from (10) . Whenever or are inconsistent with the training bits, is set to zero. For simplicity, we choose . If more training is present, the additional samples and symbols are disregarded. Therefore, and equal unity and may be neglected since are known symbols. In fact, for forward-backward MAPDs, there could also be another factor due to the end samples shown in Fig. 2 . However, the end samples were ignored in defining , for consistency between the forward-backward and fixed-lag MAPDs. As with , the factor would depend only on training symbols.
D. Trellis Processing
MAP trellis processing is well understood [13, Appendix]- [15] , but must be extended to account for fractional sampling, differential phase detection, and bit detection.
Forward-Backward Algorithm: The summations in (7) are calculated in two stages, as (15) To ensure can decode to or , we require that and satisfy and , respectively. equals 0 and 1 for direct and differential phase mapping, respectively. From (12), the inner summations equal (16) The right-hand side (RHS) factors are computed by the forward and backward recursions (17) the sums are over the states that are connected to or ; the initial conditions are and , respectively. The outer summation of (15) then equals (18) Fixed-Lag Algorithm: The optimum soft-output algorithm (OSA) has low complexity [15] , but a somewhat involved derivation. Therefore, we only note what extensions are needed to the OSA. Quantities from [15] are distinguished by as a superscipt. Unnumbered equations are identified by the previous numbered equation and an alphabetical increment, as (6) , (6a) , (7) , etc. The time index , the ISI memory , the fixed-lag , the branch metric , and each observation are respectively matched up with , , , the branch metric of (14), and the observations (now both fractionally spaced). For bit detection, the symbol must be reinterpreted as the bit . Equations (8) , (12) , and (13) require an additional sum over the states , which are consistent with or . The two matrices and are replaced by two sets of matrices. Their entries are bit probabilities instead of symbol probabilities, so each set comprises matrices, and each matrix has two columns. Steps 3) and 4) still apply.
For differential phase mapping, both and are required to specify . Thus, specifies but not . This observation leads to further modifications to the OSA. Equation (4) is valid for so that (7) and (12) are valid for . Thus, (8) and (13) involve bits from the th symbol period, and an additional sum is required, over the states which are consistent with yet still connect to . The counterparts of and must be lengthened by one row.
Note on Iterative Decoding: When (possible only with known CIR MAPDs, short transmitted pulses, and small delay spread), the symbol probabilities (and thus the MAPSDs' decisions) are independent between symbol periods. Therefore, the interleaver in Fig. 1 is not needed to satisfy the theoretical basis of iterative decoding. Nonetheless, during deep fades, the MAPDs' soft outputs cannot clearly indicate which symbol was transmitted. The channel code does not perform well so, somewhat anomalously, decisions are independent but errors are correlated. Thus, an interleaver is not required for , but it is still crucial in achieving good performance (for any ).
E. Branch Metrics
The received samples have been characterized by their trellis memory , their conditional mean , and their conditional variance (abbreviated henceforth to and , respectively). These are now derived.
Known CIR MAPDs: When the CIR is known, the conditional mean equals (19) and from (1) . From (19) , the conditional mean is computed without regard to past received samples, so . As this is merely an extreme form of the assumption of (11), we see that (11) introduces no suboptimality. The trellis memory equals . Using (8) , (9), and (19) in (14), the branch metric is then (20) At its crux is the squared Euclidean distance between the received samples and noiseless hypotheses of the received samples, normalized by the noise variance.
Predictor MAPDs: The channel is now considered to be an unknown, random process. Its amplitude pdf is Rayleigh or Rician. Equation (11) is a standard assumption used to derive predictor receivers [6] , [9] , [11] . However, for sampling to be information-lossless, the channel must be absolutely bandlimited with correlation spanning all time. Accordingly, in nonzero noise, all past received samples provide information on : the truncation to past samples in (11) , or the finite pole assumption of [6] , are only approximations. At high , (11) causes an error floor [17] . However, the approximation error can be lowered arbitrarily by choosing a larger , and we find that relatively small values of are generally sufficient for practical values of , , and . Accepting (11), we may write [9] , [11] (21)
We introduce . Since , conditioned on and , is a vector of zero mean Gaussian random variables, the expectation on the RHS of (21) equals the minimum mean square error (MMSE) linear combination of the past samples [11] , [18, p. 204] as (22) where the coefficients depend on and . In addition to MMSE linear prediction, (22) also presents Wiener filtering, where the desired response is the next received sample. Therefore, the predictor tap weights are calculated from the Wiener-Hopf equations. We introduce and where these quantities' entries are given by (3) . Therefore, the predictor coefficients are the solution to and the MMSE or conditional variance equals (23) Equations (8), (9), (14) , and (22)- (23) may be gathered together to express the predictor MAPDs' branch metrics as (24) The crux of the branch metric is the squared, normalized Euclidean distance between the received samples and predictions of them, calculated using the noisy past samples, a trial sequence, and knowledge of the way the channel evolves (i.e., its autocovariance). The normalization is the mean square prediction error.
F. Forward-Backward Predictor MAPSDs for the Frequency Flat Channel
When transmitting a constant envelope signal over a frequency flat channel, detection involves a particularly intuitive metric [6] . Therefore, it is appropriate to apply the MAPSDs derived in this paper to this special signal model and relate the result to [6] .
The synchronization parameters and nonfading components are set to zero, as and . A constant envelope transmitted signal is achieved by assuming phase-shift keying (PSK) and the rectangular pulse, . More generally, the transmitted signal only needs to have constant magnitude at the receiver's sampling points: this is achieved, for instance, by a full Nyquist pulse and symbol-rate sampling. Setting specifies a frequency flat channel. Therefore, the received signal equals from (1) and (2) . By defining , , and , this may be written in matrix form as . It can be shown that the MMSE is the same for all allowed data matrices and sample times as follows. We can write
Inserting these expressions into (23), the MMSE equals (28) where and as is taken from a PSK constellation with unit magnitude. Since the MMSE expression in (28) only depends on the (assumed) stationary channel autocovariance and not on the transmitted sequence, all sequences and sample times share the same MMSE, denoted as . Therefore, the branch metric of (24) may be written as
The factor in (24) has been neglected since, from (28) , it merely scales all branch metrics uniformly. Equation (29) is the same branch metric found in [6] , although the connection between innovations filtering, Wiener filtering, and the conditional probability expression in [6, eq. (18) ] was not made explicit. Moreover, [6, eqs. (10)- (15)] describes the forward-backward algorithm, so the MAPSD of [6] is essentially a special case of the MAPSDs presented in this paper. However, in [6] , symbol rate sampling is presumed instead of fractional sampling. This is justified if a matched filter is present, yet only the transmitter pulse is known. If this is used as an approximate matched filter, then the receiver's performance suffers with longer transmitter pulses, faster fading, and higher . In [6] , phase slips cause error bursts. Differential phase mapping, coupled with the MAPBDs proposed in this paper, minimizes the problem of phase slips. Finally, prediction of the stationary channel is performed in [6] , yet in this paper, the predictor MAPDs do prediction of the nonstationary, data-dependent received signal (a less intuitive arrangement). Due to the equivalence demonstrated above, predictor MAPDs must perform channel prediction also, albeit implicitly.
G. Known CIR MAPSDs for the Time-Invariant Channel
In [13, Appendix] and [15] , MAPSDs are designed for the known time-invariant frequency-selective channel, using the forward-backward and fixed-lag algorithms, respectively. Thus, these receivers solve a simplified version of the problem tackled in this paper (namely , , , direct mapping, and symbol detection), so we study how the two relate. For compactness, the time-invariant OCIR is written as . Its correlation and the correlation's -transform are given by
From (7), (12) , and (20) , the desired probability of error can be written as
The summation in (32) can be expanded using (1) and (30) as (33) The term can be neglected as per the discussion after (7), since it is independent of the trial sequence . Since , it has the spectral factorization , where is an th-order polynomial in [2] . In the inverse -domain, it is . The noise term , in (33) is recognized as colored noise sampled at the symbol rate. Its correlation is , . We introduce a symbol-spaced white noise sequence , such that (34) By comparing the correlation of the left-hand side (LHS) with the RHS in the -domain, it can be shown that is a sequence of symbol-spaced white noise samples. We define as the inverse filter of so that and . can be made causal by proper design [2] . Therefore, we define as the output of a whitened matched filter (the cascade of a matched filter, a symbol-rate sampler, and a whitening filter) or , since the correction terms , , merely scale the RHS of (32). and are independent of the data-bearing symbols. For the forward-backward MAPDs, depends only on the final training symbols; for the forward-only MAPDs, is steadily calculated as more samples are received. In [13] and [15] , provide a set of sufficient statistics. However, this method does not generalize easily, as estimating the time-varying matched filter requires symbols not yet detected [8] . Thus, a set of sufficient statistics is obtained here via a noise-limiting filter and Nyquist rate (fractional) sampling. Although the same trellis processors are employed in [13, Appendix] and [15] , and the same MAP symbol detection criterion is applied, it is to the whitened matched filter outputs rather than to fractionally-spaced samples (whitened instead by innovations filters). Accordingly, the MAPSD implementations are different but equivalent.
H. Estimation Issues
The MAPDs' derivation assumes that the channel's impulse response and/or autocovariance and the noise variance were provided as side information. In practice, they must be estimated and the estimates used as if exact. With fixed-lag MAPDs, especially the implementation of [14] , survivor sequences exist and so PSP (or similar) implementations can be pursued [4] , [5] , [19] , [20] . Estimation for forward-backward MAPDs is more complicated, but one interesting estimation rule is (40) where parameterizes the unknown quantities [11] . When iterative decoding is employed, in the first pass is the a priori sequence probabilities. The received samples during training sequences are most useful, as the other symbols are assumed equiprobable and are averaged over. In later passes, it becomes clearer which symbols were transmitted. If is the most probable symbol sequence by far, then the estimation rule is more familiar, as . However, a closed-form solution to (40) is unlikely to be available, as the arg max argument is the sum of many exponentials. This is especially true for predictor MAPDs, as and depend on the autocovariance of the OCIR samples through matrix inverses. Iterative schemes to improve the parameter estimates are required, such as the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [21] or a generic optimization algorithm. However, as they only converge to local maxima at best, they require accurate initialization.
Therefore, complementary techniques are required in their own right or for initializing an iterative version of (40). Appropriate CIR and OCIR estimators are described in [22] and [23] , where the time variation of each tap of the CIR or OCIR is explicitly modeled by complex exponentials or polynomials, respectively. In this way, the channel's time variation is adequately captured. The estimators may also be applied to estimate the channel autocovariance in Rayleigh fading for predictor MAPDs. The CIR or OCIR samples are estimated during several training sequences or, preferably, packets, then broken into overlapping segments, spanning a duration of samples and aligned at symbol boundaries. These segments are autocorrelated to form a CIR or OCIR autocovariance matrix. In the OCIR case, its entries approximate those of (4). The noise variance may be estimated from , where is calculated using the transmitter pulse, CIR or OCIR estimates, and the training data. The estimated CIR or OCIR autocovariance matrix and noise variance may be used directly to compute the required prediction coefficients and variances for all sequences, or first refined by an iterative version of (40). Subsequent adaptation will be required in nonstationary channels, and it may be initiated whenever the observed prediction errors markedly exceeding their expected values. In one scheme, the CIR or OCIR samples are estimated again from recent packets in a decision-directed fashion. This proposed scheme has an attractive computational complexity yet retains a reasonable rate of acquisition and estimation accuracy.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, the BER of the known CIR and predictor MAPBDs in time-varying frequency-selective channels is lower bounded via a novel extension of the matched filter bound (MFB). Since optimal (forward-backward) MAP bit detection is presumed, the result is also a rigorous, tight lower bound on the BER of MAPSDs, fixed-lag MAPBDs, and MLSDs in the same environment, at all . This is a useful result, as the union bound technique normally used to upper bound an MLSD's BER is loose at low and does not converge quickly at high in slow, flat Rayleigh fading channels [8] , [11] , [24] . The same techniques may be extended to lower bound the SER of MAPSDs, and thus of MAPBDs and MLSDs, too.
The average BER equals the average probability that transmitted bit has a worse metric than the other possible bit , or (41) for all , where denotes all transmitted bits in the packet except . In (41), the averaging over the transmitted data is made explicit, but there is also an implicit averaging over the stochastic channel and noise. However, (41) is intractable, since the soft probabilities and are complicated functions of many correlated Gaussian random variables.
Therefore, we introduce a useful result. Given that minimizing average BER is the criterion of optimality, an optimal detector given a certain amount of information cannot outperform, in terms of average BER, an optimal detector given a superset of that information. This is because the first detector's decision rule is a candidate decision rule for the second detector (i.e., a reductio ad absurdum argument).
We apply this result to the problem at hand by introducing a novel "genie-aided" detector. It is given the same a priori information as the actual MAPBDs, as well as the values of the other transmitted bits . Its decision rule is (42) and by the argument in the previous paragraph, this genie-aided receiver's average BER is a lower bound on the average BER of the actual MAPBDs, as
We introduce as the union of and and note that is the union of and . Their matching symbol sequences are (with entries ) and , respectively. The first probability factor in (43) equals the pairwise-error probability (PEP) between and , as (44) for any data-independent constants .
A. Known CIR MAPBDs
In this section, the PEP calculation for the known CIR MAPBDs is described further. The constants and in (44) are chosen to simplify the PEP calculation as much as possible. From Section III-E, is independent of and , and so we may choose to eliminate the exponential argument's denominator in (10) and to eliminate the exponential's coefficient. Using these, (12) and (20) in (44), the PEP equals (45) Direct phase mapping is presumed, so equals except at the th position. We introduce such that . Therefore, (45) can be simplified using (1) after some effort, as (46) which is independent of the transmitted interfering symbols and . Therefore, in the case of known CIR MAPBDs, it is only necessary in (43) to average over the bits that encode the current symbol .
We define the LHS of the inequality in (46) as . Therefore, we are interested in the PEP . This problem is tractable in three cases. First, the channel is Rayleigh fading, so is a zero-mean random process. The PEP is calculated as the ensemble average over all possible instances of [8] . Second, the channel is time invariant and frequency flat (i.e., it is characterized by a single complex gain). The PEP is computed conditioned on the channel's fading amplitude, then it is averaged over its pdf. This case is a simplified version of the first case for Rayleigh fading, but the method applies to other fading pdfs also (e.g., Nakagami [25] ). Third, the PEP is calculated for a particular . For a time-varying channel, this is the instantaneous PEP [2] .
The MFB is a lower bound on the SER, obtained by transmitting one symbol only [26, pp. 101-102] . Since ISI is unrealistically eliminated, it is a lower bound. By applying this idea to the case of a binary constellation and a time-varying frequency-selective channel, the same bound as in (43) and (46) is obtained (i.e., in the case of binary constellations and a known CIR, eliminating ISI as in the MFB is equivalent to considering the genie-aided detector; this is easy to see in (46), since the PEP is unchanged if and are set to zero).
B. Predictor MAPBDs
In this section, the PEP of predictor MAPBDs is calculated. The MFB (i.e., transmitting one symbol only) does not lead to a lower bound for predictor MAPDs, since they implicitly improve their channel amplitude and phase references by exploiting many past samples. Therefore, the MFB must be extended using the concept of a genie-aided MAPB, as in (43).
For predictor MAPBDs, depends in general on and . Therefore, cannot be eliminated without changing the decision rule, so at best and may eliminate the in (10), as and . Thus, the PEP equals (47) from (12) and (24), where the overbar in and denotes that they were computed using the erroneous bit . Since only Rayleigh fading is considered, . The summations in (47) are over all samples, , yet the error event is localized. Differential phase mapping is presumed for increased robustness to phase slips [6] , so and differ in amplitude at the th position, and/or there is phase discontinuity between the th and subsequent symbols. The summands on the LHS and RHS of the inequality cancel unless they involve both the th and th symbols (a continuing phase offset has no effect for predictor MAPDs in Rayleigh fading, since the received signal autocovariance is unchanged); i.e., the range of the summations are . For compactness, we define a bias term as and a set of normalized prediction error coefficients (which equal the innovations filter coefficients [9] ) as , and . Therefore, (47) leads to (48) We label the LHS of the inequality as , so the desired PEP is . Its calculation is presented in [11] and [24] .
V. RESULTS
The MAPDs' BER performance is investigated in this section. The analytic lower bounds of the previous section are used and tested against a simulation of the system.
The simulation parameters are as follows, unless otherwise specified: uncoded data, binary PSK (BPSK), a root-raised cosine transmitter pulse with 50% excess bandwidth, truncated to 2.5 symbol periods, samples per symbol, data symbols per packet, with training symbols at each end, three packets per frame, Rayleigh fading, three channel taps with equal mean power spread evenly over the delay spread T, taps generated by filtering white noise with a five-tap autoregressive filter to approximate Clarke's model [27] , no synchronization offsets, , perfectly known channel parameters, the forward-backward algorithm, and a tap predictor. No noise-limiting filter or sampler is required, as these are implicit in the discretization of time. Therefore, the OCIR autocovariance approximates (49) The simulation terminates when at least 400 bit errors are observed.
The known CIR and predictor MAPDs' BERs are plotted for different fading rates in Fig. 3 ( ) and Fig. 4 (  T) . The analytic bound is indeed a lower bound everywhere. It is particularly tight for known channels MAPDs. For known CIR MAPDs, faster fading and more delay spread always provides more implicit Doppler and delay diversity [8] , and thus improved performance. For predictor MAPDs, with less a priori knowledge, this benefit is balanced against more difficult prediction. The combination of large delay and Doppler spreads leads to notably poorer performance [11] .
From Fig. 5 , we see that the BER penalty in selecting the Viterbi or fixed-lag algorithms over the optimal forward-backward algorithm is negligible. However, the fixed-lag and forward-backward algorithms do permit soft-input/soft-output processing.
In Fig. 6 , the effect of estimation error is studied. The OCIR estimator of [23] is used as discussed in Section III-H. Each OCIR channel tap is modeled by a fifth-order polynomial over the 120 symbols of each packet, and the OCIR autocovariance matrix estimated from the middle 60 symbol periods (since the polynomial model is less accurate toward the packet edges). It is not refined by an iterative implementation of (40). The predictor MAPD is trained for one to five packets, the predictor tap weights are computed and fixed, and then detection continues. This is repeated 20 times to approximate the ensemble of all training sequences. In this way, the BER as a function of training length is calculated. Within a few packets, the BER using the channel parameter estimates closely approaches the BER using the actual channel parameters.
In Fig. 7 , the ability of an estimator for a time-varying channel to tolerate an additional carrier frequency offset is studied. The transmitter and channel are simulated at twice the sampling rate of the receiver, and an explicit noise-limiting filter and sampler per frame, the overall interleaver duration is 100, 1000, and 28 000 symbols for the 10 2 10, 30 2 10 and 100 2 10 interleavers, respectively. are introduced. As in Fig. 6 , the predictor MAPD estimates the channel autocovariance via estimating the OCIR. Four training packets are provided. The performance degradation is relatively small up to an offset of . The limitation comes from the estimator, as the BER of the predictor MAPD with the exact channel autocovariance is insensitive to the carrier offset (within simulation variance). By using a higher polynomial model or complex exponentials as basis functions [22] , increased robustness to carrier frequency offsets can be obtained.
The performance of hard and soft-output predictor MAPDs with various codes is examined in Fig. 8 . A hard output causes a 2-3-dB degradation. Not until high do the more powerful codes perform better, and convolutional codes outperform block codes. Fig. 8 presumes sufficient interleaving, so the interplay between fading rate, interleaver depth, and channel code is examined in Fig. 9 . When there is insufficient interleaving, the performance, especially of the more powerful code, is poor. When the fading rate increases tenfold, the interleaver size becomes more sufficient and performance improves. However, if instead the interleaver is increased, so that the interleaved bits are spread 10 and 28 times further, the performance improvement is not as marked. The explanation is than the increased Doppler spread provides implicit diversity in addition [11] . The more powerful code is only worthwhile with sufficient interleaving at high . In Fig. 10 , a nonfaded line of sight component is added in. The ratio of nonfaded to mean faded power is denoted as the Rice factor . As increases, the channel becomes more like an AWGN channel. Given knowledge of the channel impulse response mean, this property is exploited in (22) , and so performance notably improves.
VI. CONCLUSION
A variety of MAPDs are derived and analyzed in a unified manner by making use of the innovations process. The practically important topics of linear modulation, time-varying frequency-selective channels, differential phase detection, and fractional sampling are extended to the case of MAP forward-backward and fixed-lag detection. A novel, tight lower bound is obtained on the BER of MAPBDs using the notion of bit detection. Optimal estimation in the MAPD context is shown to be difficult, but an effective, suboptimal scheme is described and simulated. In this way, the paper provides a comprehensive resource on MAP detection for a general channel model.
Simulations indicate that the BERs of MAPDs are little better than the BERs of MLSDs. However, the soft outputs provided by MAPDs can notably assist cascaded decoders, and further gains are expected when iterative decoding is introduced.
